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Description of Issues of Concern to Boston, MA 
Addressed in Responsive Programming in the 4th QUARTER, 2021 
Airing Sundays 6am to 7am – Greater Boston Today / Viewpoints 

 
1. Health Care / Alzheimer’s / COVID / Vaccination – The importance of 

advances in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. The need for effective 
treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. Understanding what Alzheimer’s disease is, 
and how it affects patients and their families. The issue of misinformation 
about the COVID vaccine.  

2. Public Health / COVID / Flu – The need to be vigilant during holiday 
gatherings to help prevent the spread of COVID. The need for everyone to 
protect themselves from the flu and to be vigilant about not spreading germs. 
Understanding how the flu and COVID-19 are similar. Understanding the 
power of the sense of smell, and the effects of losing it.  

3. Public Safety / Cybersecurity / Identity Theft / FDA / Distracted Driving / 
Overdoses / COVID – The issue of drug overdose, and how it has been 
complicated by COVID. The dangers of privacy breaches online. The role of 
the FDA in protecting Americans. The need to protect against online scams 
and identity theft. Understanding ways to use online commerce safely. 
Understanding how dangerous driving while distracted is. Understanding 
Massachusetts laws on distracted driving, and why they’re needed. 

4. Community / Education / COVID – The need for kids to stay busy and feel 
connected during COVID. The importance of continuing education through 
COVID. The role that libraries have played in keeping education going 
through COVID lockdowns.  

5. Economy / Debt / Supply Chain Issues / COVID – The issue of massive 
student loan debt. The importance of being smart when you’re spending 
money for the holidays. The need to protect yourself from those taking 
advantage of the current supply chain issues. How COVID is affecting supply 
issues. Understanding the downsides to cashless transactions. 

6. Homelessness / Poverty / Food Insecurity / Housing – Understanding the 
rise in rents. Understanding what it’s like to live in poverty. Understanding the 
causes of food insecurity, and how it can be helped. The need for resources 
to help Boston residents pull themselves out of poverty. Understanding the 
factors that keep people in poverty. 

7. Employment / Jobs - Navigating employment during the time of COVID. The 
ongoing need to make yourself marketable when it comes to finding 
employment. Making sense of the number of job vacancies in the U.S. 

8. Education / COVID / Nutrition in Schools / Student Debt – How COVID 
has affected teachers, and the need for teachers to be supported. The need 
for proper nutrition in schools. The issue of massive student loan debt in the 
U.S. 



 

 

 

9. Government / Correctional System / Legal Issues – Understanding how 
solitary confinement is used in correctional institutions. Understanding 
election laws and potential penalties. 

10. Family Issues / Parenting / Pets – Understanding how pets can help with 
the family dynamic. Understanding the pet adoption process. 

11. Technology / Privacy Issues / Social Media / Space Exploration – 
Understanding how social media is used to educate and influence. The 
possibility of manned space missions to Mars. 
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Issue: Public Health / COVID-19 / Flu – The need for everyone to protect themselves 
from the flu and to be vigilant about not spreading germs. Understanding how the flu 
and COVID-19 are similar. 
Aired: October 3, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 13 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: With a vast majority of attention put on COVID, it’s important to 
understand that there are other potential health issues to be aware of. We spoke with 
Dr. Jan Klein from MedExpress about the importance of getting your flu shot. She also 
talked about COVID booster shots and how flu and COVID are interrelated. 
 
Issue: Public Health / COVID – The need to be vigilant during holiday gatherings to 
help prevent the spread of COVID. 
Aired: October 3, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: I don’t know if it’s just us, but this year really has flown by. It’s odd 
to think that 2022 is only three months away. Unfortunately, the Delta variant is causing 
the COVID-19 pandemic to still linger on this year, but many are optimistic that the 
worst is now behind us. Pediatrician Dr. Jenna Wheeler joins us this week to offer up 
some advice on holiday gatherings, keeping healthy through flu season and the 
importance of getting younger children vaccinated as soon as they’re eligible. 
Guests: Dr. Jenna Wheeler, pediatric critical care physician, Arnold Palmer's Children’s 
Hospital. 
 
Issue: Health Care / Alzheimer’s – The importance of advances in the treatment of 
Alzheimer’s disease. 
Aired: October 3, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Alzheimer’s was first described in a female patient back in 1906. 
For many decades, scientists have been trying to decode this disease to no avail. 
Instead, more questions keep popping up as we learn more about this complex disease 
and face dead ends in treatment exploration. Two experts in the field join Viewpoints 
this week to shed some light on modern Alzheimer’s research. 
Guests: Dr. Robert Vassar, scientific director, behavior neurology, Northwestern 
University Feinberg School of Medicine, director, Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center, 
Mesulam Center for Cognitive Neurology and Alzheimer’s Disease at Northwestern 
University; Dr. Karl Herrup, professor, neurobiology, investigator, Alzheimer’s Disease 



 

 

 

Research Center at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, author, How Not to 
Study a Disease: The Story of Alzheimer’s 
 
Issue: Culture / Streaming 
Aired: October 3, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We explore one of our favorite horror franchises, Scream, now 
streaming on HBO Max. 
 
Issue: Identity Theft / Cybersecurity – The need for everyone to protect themselves 
from online scams and identity theft. 
Aired: October 10, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 14 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: It feels like every day there is a new online scam that criminals 
have devised. We talked with Paula Fleming of the Better Business Bureau about ways 
to ensure to don’t fall victim to online fraud. She also talked about smart ways to prevent 
identity theft and went over what some of the more recent attempts at online fraud have 
been. 
 
Issue: Culture / History – Understanding the social role of beer through history. 
Aired: October 10, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: How long do you think beer has been around for? Well, 
archaeologists have recently discovered proof of beer-making in the Middle East dating 
back more than thirteen thousand years. While the rise of hard seltzers has been 
making headlines lately, beer has a rich cultural history and has evolved as a drink over 
thousands of years. Two brew experts join us this week to uncover some interesting 
facts about the beer world. 
Guests: Dr. Jeffrey Pilcher, professor, history, University of Toronto; Rich Higgins, 
master cicerone. 
 
Issue: Community / Education – The role that libraries have played in keeping 
education going through COVID lockdowns. 
Aired: October 10, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: When’s the last time you visited your community library? If it’s been 
a while, there’s a large chance a lot has changed in recent years. Many libraries have 
stepped up and evolved during the pandemic to offer more remote classes and 
resources, as well as a place to work and connect with others if you need to get out of 
the house. The best part? It’s all free. 
Guests: Joyce Cooper, director, branch library services, Los Angeles Public Library. 
 



 

 

 

Issue: Culture / Music 
Aired: October 10, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Dominic Fike, a popular, up-and-coming musician, performed 
recently at the Firefly Music Festival in Delaware. We discuss his performance at the 
highly anticipated event and the difficult task of becoming not only a great musician, but 
performer as well. 
 
Issue: Public Safety / Distracted Driving – Understanding the very real dangers of 
distracted driving. 
Aired: October 17, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 23 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: Not that long ago, Massachusetts enacted a safe driving law that 
prohibits using a mobile phone while you are driving. Despite the law, distracted driving 
continues to be a real and extremely dangerous problem. We spoke with Emily Stein, 
who is President of the Safe Roads Alliance, about what you need to be thinking about 
when you are behind the wheel. She talked about the fact that mobile phones are not 
the only things that can cause a driver to be distracted, and that even slight distractions 
can put people’s safety at risk.  
 
Issue: Family Issues / Pets – Understanding how pets can help with the family 
dynamic. 
Aired: October 17, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 12 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: You may have held out on getting a pet for years and years, but 
when the pandemic hit, it seemed like an opportune time to add a new furry member to 
the family. Today, more than 70 percent of Americans own one pet or more, and this 
number is only set to increase in coming years. We speak with two pet experts this 
week about the evolving sector and the pedestal we place our pets on in this country. 
Guests: Mark Cushing, founder, CEO, Animal Policy Group, author, Pet Nation: The 
Inside Story of How Companion Animals Are Transforming Our Homes, Culture, and 
Economy; Dan Rubenstein, CEO, PUPS Pet Club. 
 
Issue: Government Issues / FDA – The role of the FDA in protecting Americans. 
Aired: October 17, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 7 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: The FDA is a massive organization that handles a wide variety of 
regulations and responsibilities. However, some critics argue that the FDA has failed to 
evolve with the times, spending large amounts of resources on dated measures and 
messaging tactics. Former FDA employee Dr. Richard Williams joins us this week to 
highlight some of these issues within food messaging and nutrition guidelines. 



 

 

 

Guests: Dr. Richard Williams, former director, Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition, FDA, author, Fixing Food: An FDA Insider Unravels the Myths and Solutions. 
 
Issue: Culture / Video 
Aired: October 17, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We discuss the dilemma of cropping full screen shows and films to 
fit our modern, widescreen TV’s. Many who are against this edit argue that changing the 
format ruins the originality and nostalgia of the media. 
 
Issue: Economy / Education / COVID – The issue of student loan debt. 
Aired: October 24, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: There has been a freeze in effect for student loans that will not last 
forever, and it’s important for those with student loans top be ready to deal with loan 
payments when they return. We spoke with Student Loan Expert Brian Walsh who 
explained what the freeze has meant, and what is ahead. He talked about smart ways 
to deal with student loans, and things to be thinking about as the laws change. 
 
Issue: Economy / Education / COVID – The ongoing need to make yourself 
marketable when it comes to finding employment. 
Aired: October 24, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 23 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: It has been a bit of a roller coaster ride when it comes to 
employment, with a job shortage turning into a market where businesses are 
understaffed. Whatever happens with the job market, it is ALWAYS helpful to be 
prepared for a job search, and to make yourself as marketable as you can. We spoke 
with Career Coach Elizabeth Hayes about how to do that. She talked about ways to use 
social media in a job search, and things to think about to make it easier to find the right 
job. 
 
Issue: Technology / Social Media – Understanding how social media is used to 
educate and influence. 
Aired: October 24, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Being an influencer has turned into a career option for some, and 
today, some college students are pursuing degrees in social media to work within the 
industry or try their hand at becoming an influencer themselves. We discuss the state of 
social media education and the larger implications of this shift in modern culture. 
Guests: Dr. Robert Kozinets, Professor of Journalism and Marketing, University of 
Southern California Marshall School of Business; Dr. Grace Choi, assistant professor, 
social media, digital strategy, Columbia College Chicago. 



 

 

 

 
Issue: Culture / American History – Understanding the impact of the great Chicago 
fire. 
Aired: October 24, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: It’s been a century and a half since the fire that reshaped the 
Chicago landscape took hold across the city. Chicago History Museum curator Julius L. 
Jones joins us this week to discuss some interesting historical facts about the fire that 
you’ve probably never heard before. 
Guests: Julius L. Jones, historian, curator, Chicago History Museum. 
 
Issue: Culture / Video 
Aired: October 24, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Netflix’s new release, “Squid Game” has become an overnight 
sensation, garnering more than 111 million views from accounts in just its first few 
weeks on the platform. What makes the show just so good? 
 
Issue: Community / Education / COVID – The need for kids to stay busy and feel 
connected during COVID. 
Aired: October 31, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 11 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: We spoke with Renee Gaudet of Boys and Girls Clubs of 
Watertown about how important it is for kids to feel connected to a community, 
especially during the time of COVID lockdowns. She spoke about what the Boys and 
Girls Clubs have done to adapt during COVID, and went ove the specific program sto 
keep kids engaged, learning, and having fun 
 
Issue: Education / COVID – How COVID has affected teachers, and the need for 
teachers to be supported. 
Aired: October 31, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Across the U.S., many teachers are simply overwhelmed. In their 
careers, they’re not only an educator, but a leader, listener and mentor. They play many 
other roles than simply teaching students the set curriculum. However, the pandemic 
has exacerbated these duties and some educators are perpetually stressed and leaving 
the field for good. We speak with two education experts about the current classroom 
landscape and what schools can do to fully support their teachers to make sure their 
needs are heard. 
Guests: Dr. Olga Acosta Price, associate professor, Milken Institute of Public Health, 
George Washington University, director, Center for Health and Health Care in Schools; 
Sue Gaertner, director, Trinity Church Nursery School. 



 

 

 

 
Issue: Economy / Poverty – Understanding what it’s like to live in poverty. 
Aired: October 31, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Poverty exists, but it’s hard to grasp what it’s really like if you’ve 
never experienced it firsthand. Journalist Sarah Smarsh joins Viewpoints this week to 
share her story of growing up poor in rural America. She shares memories from her 
childhood and her perspective on how modern culture stigmatizes and traps people 
stuck in the cycle of poverty. 
Guests: Sarah Smarsh, journalist, author, Heartland: A Memoir of Working Hard and 
Being Broke in the Richest Country on Earth. 
 
Issue: Culture / Cinema 
Aired: October 31, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We explore the long list of film franchises the seem to go on 
forever. Among these are the Star Wars franchise and the most recent installment in the 
Bond series, No Time to Die. 
 
Issue: Economy / Supply Chain Issues – The need to protect yourself from those 
taking advantage of the current supply chain issues. 
Aired: November 7, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 23 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: Supply and demand issue shave caused prices for certain things to 
go way up, and there are those who are taking advantage of that to try and cheat 
people out of their money. We spoke with Paula Fleming of the Better Business Bureau, 
who explained how people are exploiting the current shortages, and what to watch for.   
 
Issue: Economy / Food Insecurity – Understanding the causes of food insecurity, and 
how it can be helped. 
Aired: November 7, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 8 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: In 2020, nearly 40 million Americans lived in food-insecure 
households. With food prices rising across the country, food insecurity is only set to 
worsen, disproportionately affecting minority populations. How can people help? 
Guests: Dr. Priya Fielding-Singh, sociologist, assistant professor, Department of Family 
and Consumer Studies, University of Utah, author, How the Other Half Eats; Zuani 
Villarreal, director, communication, Feeding America. 
 
Issue: Culture / Cuisine – Understanding how cuisine helps people understand 
different cultures. 
Aired: November 7, 2021 



 

 

 

Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 11 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Sharing a meal and trying something new is not only a way to 
expand your palate, but to learn about foreign cultures, customs, and traditions. We 
speak with Korean cook, Joanne Molinaro about her early memories of food and family 
and the traditional Korean recipes and ingredients that make up the cuisine. 
Guests: Joanne Molinaro, lawyer, author, The Vegan Cookbook. 
 
Issue: Culture / Cinema 
Aired: November 7, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: The popular book, “Dune” is now hitting screens in theatres and on 
streaming platform, HBO Max. We discuss the highly anticipated blockbuster release 
featuring male lead Timothee Chalamet. 
 
Issue: Public Health / COVID-19 / Flu – The need for everyone to protect themselves 
from the flu and to be vigilant about not spreading germs. Understanding how the flu 
and COVID-19 are similar. 
Aired: November 14, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 13 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: With a vast majority of attention put on COVID, it’s important to 
understand that there are other potential health issues to be aware of. We spoke with 
Dr. Jan Klein from MedExpress about the importance of getting your flu shot. She also 
talked about COVID booster shots and how flu and COVID are interrelated. 
 
Issue: Economy / Jobs – Making sense of the number of job vacancies in the U.S. 
Aired: November 14, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Today, there are close to 11 million vacant jobs in the U.S. – a 
record-breaking number. Why are more Americans not filling these positions? How is 
this affecting businesses? What will eventually happen if these jobs go unfilled? We 
explore these questions and more this week as we’re joined by hospitality entrepreneur, 
Ravindra Jayara, and senior labor economist, Dr. Abigail Wozniak. 
Guests: Dr. Abigail Wozniak, senior labor economist, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis, director, Opportunity and Inclusive Growth Institute; Ravindra Jayara, 
owner, Chic Chef Catering. 
 
Issue: Technology / Space Exploration – The possibility of manned space missions 
to Mars. 
Aired: November 14, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 



 

 

 

Show Description: We’ve barely just scratched the surface of space exploration. Many 
scientists at NASA and in the private sector have set their sights on the eventual human 
mission to Mars – but what lies past the red planet? Will humans one day be able to 
travel outside of our solar system? Physicist Dr. Daniel Whiteson joins us this week to 
explain the strange and beautiful intricacies of the cosmos. 
Guests: Dr. Daniel Whiteson, professor, astronomy, physics, University of California – 
Irvine, and author of Frequently Asked Questions About the Universe. 
 
Issue: Culture / Television 
Aired: November 14, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We explore some of our favorite Thanksgiving-themed episodes to 
get you in the holiday spirit. We touch on multiple “Friends” features to classic 
Thanksgiving installments of “The Simpsons” that never get old. 
 
Issue: Health Care / Alzheimer’s – The need for effective treatment of Alzheimer’s 
disease 
Aired: November 21, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 13 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: There has been some encouraging news recently about a 
treatment for Alzheimer’s disease that has shown to be effective, and we thought it 
would be worthwhile to learn more about it. Our guest was Nicole McGurin of the 
Alzheimer’s Association, who talked about what the recent news means, and how it 
could be helpful to those with Alzheimer’s. She helped us understand how Alzheimer’s 
affects the patient and their family and friends. 
 
Issue: Economy / Housing – Understanding the rise in rents. 
Aired: November 21, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: In some cities, people are seeing as high as 30 percent increases 
on monthly rent. For middle and low-income citizens already on a tight budget, it’s 
impossible to make ends meet – especially as prices for food, gas and other basics 
keep ticking upwards. We speak with two housing experts about the complete lack of 
affordable housing in this country and the worsening homelessness epidemic. 
Guests: Jaimie Ross, CEO, Florida Housing Coalition; Andrew Ross, professor, social & 
cultural analysis, New York University, and author of Sunbelt Blues: The Failure of 
American Housing. 
 
Issue: Public Safety / Cybersecurity – The dangers of privacy breaches online. 
Aired: November 21, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 



 

 

 

Show Description: While it may seem like people have some control over privacy 
settings, this is merely an illusion argues law professor Neil Richards. This week on 
Viewpoints - we highlight the lack of privacy online and why consumers should expect 
better from corporations and their government. 
Guests: Neil Richards, Koch Distinguished Professor in Law, Washington University in 
St. Louis School of Law, Director, Cordell Institute, author of Why Privacy Matters. 
 
Issue: Culture / Cinema 
Aired: November 21, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Actress Kristen Stewart plays Princess Diana in the highly 
anticipated release, “Spencer”. We highlight Stewart’s performance and what we loved 
about this new take on the late royal. 
 
Issue: Public Safety / Distracted Driving – Understanding how dangerous it is when 
people drive while they’re distracted. 
Aired: November 28, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 23 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: Operating a vehicle while you’re distracted is extremely dangerous, 
yet many people seem to take it very seriously. We spoke with Emily Stein, who is 
President of the Safe Roads Alliance, about what you need to be thinking about when 
you are behind the wheel. She talked about the fact that mobile phones are not the only 
things that can cause a driver to be distracted, and that even slight distractions can put 
people’s safety at risk. She also talked about Massachusetts’ law that prohibits using a 
mobile phone while you’re driving. 
 
Issue: Government / Correctional System – Understanding how solitary confinement 
is used in correctional institutions 
Aired: November 28, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: The United States still has the highest number of inmates in the 
world, with more than 2 million people behind bars. For a segment of this population, 
spending weeks, months, or even years in solitary confinement is very much a reality. 
We speak with two criminal justice experts about the lasting effects of solitary 
confinement and the mental health crisis plaguing prisons. 
Guests: Dr. Keramet Reiter, Professor, Department of Criminology, Law and Society at 
the University of California – Irvine; Tracy Velazquez, Manager, Public Safety Research, 
Pew Charitable Trust. 
 
Issue: Culture / Comics – The role comics have played in our culture 
Aired: November 28, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 



 

 

 

Show Description: There’s nothing quite like comics. The art of illustration mixed with 
text takes on many forms, including comic strips, books, graphic novels and more. 
Columbia University professor and author of American Comics: A History Jeremy 
Dauber joins us this week to help highlight the interesting history of comics and how it’s 
evolved into a multi-billion-dollar industry today. 
Guests: Jeremy Dauber, Professor, Jewish Literature & American Studies at Columbia 
University, and author of American Comics: A History. 
 
Issue: Culture / Literature 
Aired: November 28, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: The Forward is a science fiction series comprising of six short 
novellas written by prominent authors in the genre. We discuss what we like about this 
unique format. 
 
Issue: Economy / Personal Finance – The importance of being smart when you’re 
spending money for the holidays  
Aired: December 5, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 19 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: We have now fully entered the holiday shopping season, and being 
smart about your money is even more important. We brought back Paula Fleming from 
the Better Business Bureau. To talk about things to watch for to make sure you not 
being taken advantage of while you do holiday shopping. She also talked about current 
scams that exploit people’s desire to help charities. 
 
Issue: Economy / Personal Finance – Understanding the downsides to cashless 
transactions 
Aired: December 5, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 11 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Do you find yourself carrying less and less cash in recent years? 
You’re not alone. Last year, cash payments made up about 18 percent of all 
transactions, according to a national study conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta. For homeless populations and nonprofit fundraisers that rely on in-person cash 
giving, what’s the outlook? How can the public help in different ways or donate through 
digital transactions? 
Guests: Donald Whitehead Jr., Executive Director, National Coalition for the Homeless; 
Major Kevin Stoops, General Secretary, The Salvation Army Greater New York Division. 
 
Issue: Public Health / Mental Health – How the holidays can affect mental health. 
Aired: December 5, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 8 minutes of 1 hour 



 

 

 

Show Description: Last minute emails. Gift buying. Traveling. Sometimes the holiday 
to-do list can feel never-ending. It can be a stressful period. We speak with psychiatrist 
Dr. Frank Anderson about the importance of setting boundaries and expectations this 
holiday season. 
Guests: Dr. Frank Anderson, Psychiatrist, and author of Transcending Trauma: Healing 
Complex PTSD with Internal Family Systems Therapy.  
 
Issue: Culture / Cinema 
Aired: December 5, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 2 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We share why we think the new Netflix release, "Tick, 
Tick…Boom!" is perhaps the best musical movie of 2021. 
 
Issue: Economy / Poverty / Community – The need for resources to help Boston 
residents pull themselves out of poverty. 
Aired: December 12, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: Action for Boston Community Development – or ABCD – is an 
organization that offers a wide range of resources for people in need. They help with job 
training and personal finance, education and employment, and a lot more. We spoke 
with Josh Young about all that ABCD supplies to needy resident of Boston, and why it’s 
important to help them do what they do. He also talked about their annual Toy Drive 
designed to give kids in low-income households a cheery holiday season. 
 
Issue: Education / Student Debt – The issue of massive student loan debt in the U.S. 
Aired: December 12, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 10 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Federal student loan debt has ballooned in recent years. In 2007, 
debt totaled $642 billion dollars. Fourteen years later, this number has risen to close to 
$1.7 trillion. More than 43 million Americans have student loan debt, with the average 
person owing around $39,000. 
Guests: Josh Mitchell, student debt and economics reporter for The Wall Street Journal, 
Author of The Debt Trap: How Student Loans Became a National Catastrophe; Dr. 
Laura Perna, professor of education, vice provost for faculty, Graduate School of 
Education at the University of Pennsylvania; Executive Director of the Alliance for 
Higher Education and Democracy (AHEAD). 
 
Issue: Culture / History – How the Rosetta Stone helped understanding ancient 
languages 
Aired: December 12, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 



 

 

 

Show Description: The Rosetta Stone is an intriguing slab of rock. In short, it’s a vital 
key to understanding the unique Egyptian language of illustrated text referred to as 
hieroglyphs. Writer Edward Dolnick joins us this week to shed some light on the artifact 
and how the cryptic message was finally decoded. 
Guests: Edward Dolnick, writer, author of The Writing of the Gods: The Race to Decode 
the Rosetta Stone. 
 
Issue: Culture / Cinema 
Aired: December 12, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 2 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Exclusive to Disney+, the new documentary, "Get Back" follows 
The Beatles in their natural element as they record the album "Let It Be". 
Issues Covered: Film, Culture, Music 
 
Issue: Public Health / COVID-19 / Flu – The need for everyone to protect themselves 
from the flu and to be vigilant about not spreading germs. Understanding how the flu 
and COVID-19 are similar. 
Aired: December 19, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 13 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: With a vast majority of attention put on COVID, it’s important to 
understand that there are other potential health issues to be aware of. We spoke with 
Dr. Jan Klein from MedExpress about the importance of getting your flu shot. She also 
talked about COVID booster shots and how flu and COVID are interrelated. 
 
Issue: Public Health / Loss of senses – Understanding the power of the sense of 
smell, and the effects of losing it. 
Aired: December 19, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: A familiar aroma has the ability to transport us back to a different 
time in life or remind us of a specific place or person. Smell is deeply connected to 
memory and emotion, playing a significant role in how we view the world around us. 
This week – we highlight the power of smell, how our noses process these scents and 
what it’s like when you lose your sense of smell. 
Guests: Sharan Sampath; Jude Stewart, journalist, author of Revelations in Air: A 
Guidebook to Smell. 
 
Issue: Education / Nutrition in Schools – The need for proper nutrition in schools. 
Aired: December 19, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: For too long, school lunches in the U.S. have been overlooked. 
Highly processed foods are often quickly thrown together with a hodgepodge of 
unhealthy ingredients. Brigaid founder Dan Giusti joins Viewpoints this week to share 



 

 

 

how he, along with hundreds of professional chefs, are redefining the school lunch 
landscape. 
Guests: Dan Giusti, former head chef, Noma, founder, Brigaid. 
 
Issue: Culture / Music 
Aired: December 19, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 3 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We discuss some of our favorite festive tunes from over the years, 
including Frank Sinatra’s, “Let It Snow” and Nat King Cole’s classic, “Joy to the World”.  
 
Issue: Economy / Jobs / COVID – Navigating employment during the time of COVID. 
Aired: December 26, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 23 minutes of 1 hour      
Show Description: Things have changed for everyone during COVID, and just when it 
looks like things are getting closer to “normal”, along comes the Omicron variant, and 
we’re back to Zoom sessions and the like. We spoke with Career Coach Elizabeth 
Hayes, about things you need to be thinking of if you’re trying to change jobs (or just get 
a job) during COVID. She talked about how to approach interviews done over Zoom, 
how etiquette has changed with remote interviewing, and went over things to think 
about that are common to both in-person and remote situations.   
 
Issue: Government / Legal Issues – Understanding election laws and potential 
penalties. 
Aired: December 26, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 11 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: In 2006, Filipino immigrant Elizabeth Keathley mistakenly 
registered to vote while at a DMV in Illinois. After receiving her Voter ID in the mail, she 
ended up casting a ballot in the next election thinking she could do so. However, she 
wasn’t a U.S. citizen at the time and, because of her actions, faced eventual deportation 
back to the Philippines. We speak with Keathley and the lawyer who helped her, 
Richard Hanus, about her years-long legal fight and the common confusion around the 
Motor Voter Law. 
Guest: Elizabeth Keathley; Richard Hanus, immigration lawyer. 
 
Issue: Family Issues / Pets – Understanding the pet adoption process. 
Aired: December 26, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 9 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: Thinking about adding a new furry member to the family to ring in 
the new year? Before saying yes, make sure you have enough time to dedicate to a 
new dog or cat. Veterinarian Dr. Carol Osborne joins us this week to share some helpful 
tips on adoption, pet health and how to keep your cat or dog happy and well-adjusted at 
home. 



 

 

 

Guests: Dr. Carol Osborne, veterinarian, owner, Chagrin Falls Veterinary Center & Pet 
Clinic. 
 
Issue: Culture / Television 
Aired: December 26, 2021 
Time: 6am to 7am 
Length of Segment: 2 minutes of 1 hour 
Show Description: We discuss Showtime’s new TV series, “Yellowjackets” which has 
a similar feel to the hit show, “Lost” and “Lord of the Flies”. 
  



 

 

 

Public Service Announcements 
Fourth Quarter 2021 

 
Throughout the quarter the station aired PSAs during Public Affairs Programming.  

The information below reflects community activities and issues.   
 

:40 seconds – A Bed for Every Child   
:30 seconds – Adoption from Foster Care 
:60 seconds – Al-Anon Family   
:30 seconds – American Cancer Society COVID   
:60 seconds – Bright Focus Vision Loss 
:60 seconds – Buzzed Driving Prevention / Ad Council 
:60 seconds – CDC Quit Smoking   
:15 seconds – CDC Updated COVID Info  
:60 seconds – Colon Screening 
:15 seconds – Counterfeit Items 
:60 seconds – COVID Unite to Prevent 
:30 seconds – Disaster Prep Family 
:30 seconds – Easter Seals  
:30 seconds – Empowering Girls in STEM / Ad Council 
:30 seconds – FDA Drug Facts Label  
:30 seconds – FDA Generics  
:30 seconds – Fatherhood Involvement / Ad Council 
:60 seconds – Feeding Americas Children 
:60 seconds – FEMA Fire Safe America / Ad Council 
:60 seconds – Fighting Blindness 
:30 seconds – First Responders Thank You 
:45 seconds – Get a Colonoscopy – GK Plea   
:30 seconds – Guns Safe Storage / Ad Council   
:60 seconds – Gynecologic Cancers 
:30 seconds – Helmets Save Heads 
:30 seconds – High School Diploma / Ad Council   
:60 seconds – LBGT Discrimination / Ad Council 
:60 seconds – Lions Club Kindness 
:30 seconds – Lung Cancer Screening  
:30 seconds – Lupus Foundation 
:30 seconds – Make-A-Wish Lasso 
:15 seconds – Massachusetts VAXFINDER 
:60 seconds – Medication Disposal 
:30 seconds – Military Appreciation 
:60 seconds – National Moments / Ad Council 
:60 seconds – Obesity  
:60 seconds – Opioid Disposal 
:60 seconds – Opioid Painkiller Abuse  
:30 seconds – Poison Control - Make the Call 
:30 seconds – Preparedness Hero / Ad Council 



 

 

 

:40 seconds – Road Safety Ambulance 
:30 seconds – Safe Excavating 
:60 seconds – SAHMSA Underage Drinking  
:30 seconds – Saving for Retirement / Ad Council  
:30 seconds – Sleep Apnea  
:60 seconds – St. Jude - Finding Cures 
:30 seconds – Stop HIV 
:60 seconds – Stop Weight Bias 
:60 seconds – Substance Abuse 
:60 seconds – Texting and Driving Prevention / Ad Council 
:30 seconds – Tire Pressure Safety 
:60 seconds – Understanding ADHD 
:15 seconds – VA Careers   
:30 seconds – Vaccinate Your Family  
:30 seconds – Wildfire Prevention / Ad Council  
:60 seconds – WWF Ocean Protect   
:30 seconds – YMCA / A Better Us   
 


